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ABSTRACT 
This study explores the upliftment of cultural beauty of handicraft, which incorporates the techniques of 

traditional hand embroidery design and a simple hand woven structure into construction in particular the state of 

Gujrat. The project was designed to have traditional and cultural significance, so it reflects the richness of 

artcraft of Gujrat state. The results of the study revealed a great possibility of adaptation of modern era designs. 

This provides innovation and new creative ideas which helps greatly in the development and growth of garment 

industry. The basic challenges encountered involved the variations in yarn sizes used, the long floats associated 

with some weave and embroidery styles and the limitations associated with the weave frame used for the 

project.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Gujarat is the most industrialized state in India after Maharashtra and is located in western India, bordered by 

Pakistan to the northwest and Rajasthan to the north. Its capital is Gandhinagar, a planned city close to 

Ahmedabad, the former state capital and the commercial center of Gujarat. The state of Gujarat was created on 

May 1, 1960, out of the northern, predominantly Gujarati-speaking portion of the state of Bombay. The 

southern, predominantly Marathi-speaking portion of Bombay state became Maharashtra. 

 

The history of Gujarat, began with settlements of the Indus Valley Civilisation that have been found in the 

region.With the discovery of large Harappan site of Dholavira in Kutchh District, the history of Gujarat dates 

back to 5000 B.C.Lothal(early Harappan town dating back to 3000 B.C. has been established as the oldest 

known port of the world. Gujarat's coastal cities, chiefly Bharuch, served as ports and trading centers in the 

Nanda, Maurya, Satavahana and Gupta empires as well as Western Kshatrapas period. After the fall of the 

Gupta empire in the 6th century, Gujarat flourished as an independent Hindu/Buddhist states. The Maitraka 

dynasty, descended from a Gupta general, ruled from the 6th to the 8th centuries from their capital at Vallabhi, 

although they were ruled briefly by Harsha during the 7th century. The Arab rulers of Sindh sacked Vallabhi in 

770, bringing the Maitraka dynasty to an end. The Gurjara-Pratihara Empire ruled Gujarat after from the 8th-

10th centuries. As well as, for some periods the region came under the control of Rashtrakuta Empire and Pala 

Empire. In 775 the first Parsi (Zoroastrian) refugees arrived in Gujarat from Iran.  

 

During the 10th century, the native Solanki dynasty came to power. Under the Solanki dynasty, Gujarat reached 

to its greatest extent. The Solankis are believed to be descended from the ancient Chalukya dynasty.  The 

Solanki Dynasty ruled Gujarat until the 13th century. 

 

From 1297 to 1300, Allauddin Khilji, Sultan of Delhi, destroyed Anhilwara and incorporated Gujarat into the 

Delhi Sultanate. After Timur's sacking of Delhi at the end of the fourteenth century weakened the Sultanate, 

Gujarat's Rajput Muslim governor Zafar Khan Muzaffar asserted his independence, and his son, Sultan Ahmed 

Shah (ruled 1411 to 1442), restructured Ahmedabad as the capital. Cambay eclipsed Bharuch as Gujarat's most 

important trade port. The Sultanate of Gujarat remained independent until 1576, when the Mughal emperor 

Akbar the Great conquered it and annexed it to the Mughal Empire. The port of Surat become the prominent and 

main port of India during Mughal rule. Gujarat remained a province of the Mughal empire until the Marathas 
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occupied eastern and central Gujarat in the eighteenth century; Western Gujarat (Kathiawar and Kutch) were 

divided among numerous local rulers. 

 

Later in 18th century, Gujarat came under control of the Maratha Empire who dominated the politics of India. 

Pilaji Gaekwad, first ruler of Gaekwad dynasty, established the control over Baroda and much of Gujarat. After 

the Battle of Panipat in 1761, all Maratha generals established themselves as an autonomous government while 

keeping the nominal authority of the Peshwas of Pune and the Chhatrapati in Satara. The British East India 

Company wrested control of much of Gujarat from the Marathas during the Second Anglo-Maratha War. Many 

local rulers, notably the Maratha Gaekwads of Baroda (Vadodara), made a separate peace with the British and 

acknowledged British sovereignty in return for retaining local self-rule. Gujarat was placed under the political 

authority of the Bombay Presidency, with the exception of Baroda state, which had a direct relationship with the 

Governor-General of India. From 1818 to 1947, most of present-day Gujarat, including Kathiawar, Kutch, and 

northern and eastern Gujarat were divided into hundreds of princely states, but several districts in central and 

southern Gujarat, namely Ahmedabad, Broach (Bharuch), Kaira (Kheda), Panchmahal, and Surat, were ruled 

directly by British officials. Mohandas Gandhi, considered India's "father of the nation", was a Gujarati who led 

the Indian Independence Movement against the British colonial rule. 

 

 
Figure1 : Modhera Sun Temple built by Bhimdev I. 

 

II. ART CULTURE AND LIFESTYLE 
Experience the aesthetic appeal with the Arts, Culture and Lifestyles in Gujarat. It earns the reputation of finer 

things in life as Arts reflects medium of expression and communication, culture reflects the finer details of 

moral and traditional values and Lifestyles is the very existence of Gujaratis, unmatched ‘lifestyle living’ in the 

country.The brilliant blend of Arts, culture and Lifestyle make spaces for peace and soulful well being. In 

Gujarat, there is freedom for Artists as they create an image on a canvass or click a photograph that appeals to 

the eye. With ample mediums to work on innovative, witty and submissive forms, Arts present something to our 

sense – perceptions as they make way to articulate lifestyles. Gujarat stand unique with Arts as a form of 

expression as it is a home to many world renowned Artists and flourishing talents shaping up the Art World. 

The State also has a fantastic pool of artists and a new breed of collectors and investors in the Art Talents.  

In Gujarat, Music is speech of angels. The music and dance blend the rich traditions with its folk music and 

dance. The Garba dance is the spiritual expression of Gujarat and the spirit of festivity of the traditional festival 

reaches worldwide. Music and folk dances have evolved since ancient times and continues to lure people to its 

rich tradition even today as it retain its original form or even blend to modern forms. Folk songs, classical music 

and array of distinctive classical ragas have exemplary features with distinctive music variations. Gujarat is 

known to have produced its own folk instruments besides the vast contributions to classical and folk music. Also 

modern culture of pop thrive its existence with the youth catching faster on western and other music forms 

pertaining to other countries. 
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Handicrafts of Gujarat, differs in its proportions of its patterns to the element of wonderful exquisite artifacts in 

various forms. Ancient crafts exist in Gujarat blend with unique traditional intricate work and finer details with 

artistic and aesthetic appeal. The handicrafts products of skilled craftsmanship are popular all over the world. It 

mirrors vibrant culture of the State.  

 

Gujarat is a land of traditions. Festivity spirit continues all round the year as spirituality is in every breath of the 

Gujarati soul. Gujarat has fairs and festivals apart from many other rituals and traditions. Gujarat is also popular 

for the lifestyle and cuisines that go with the celebrations. Traditions almost remain unchanged and you get 

acquainted with the modern living as Gujarat develops on a faster growth to modernity, influenced by outside 

culture. 

 

Literature is traced back to the bygone Sultanate era. Gujarati Literature stand as a mix of classics and 

contemporary Literature with its Prose, Poetry, Plays, Biography-Autobiographies, Fiction and non fiction. 

More, the State is sound with many Literature writers and poets with contributions of multi language Literature 

like English, Hindi and esp. Sanskrit Literature. 

 

Gujarat is influenced with enculturation; a culture shared with members of the society and passed on from one 

generation to the next. Enculturation has unified people with common sense experience and influence that lead 

to knowledge and appreciation of cultural traditions and lifestyles. The aspect of joining hands to greet or bow 

down comes through age influences as offering reverence. Social systems of learning, religious practices and 

forms of artistic expressions have led way to more balanced lifestyles in Gujarat. People of Gujarat are found to 

be sharing cultural traits and patterns with other regions and also extend beyond national boundaries towards 

International culture. 
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Gujarat is ‘heaven on earth’. Ask anyone in the world and Gujarat is the most cherished place to visit in India. 

Gujarat is the Land of the Legends – where individuals have peace of mind, are spiritual and live in harmony. 

The people are enterprising oriented, cooperative, and supportive. They possess warm and friendly nature with 

qualities of humanity, Gujaratis are found to be most generous and loyal. It is said, Attitude and all is that 

‘Makes a Big Difference’ 

 

III. HANDICRAFTS IN THE STATE 
Gujarat is blessed with rich and vibrant tradition of Handicrafts. It is widely differing in its proportions of its 

patterns to the element of wonderful exquisite Artifacts in various forms. It stands unique with diverse arts and 

crafts – a mixed combination with aesthetic appeal. 

 

Needlework 

Needlework of Gujarat is famous world over for its elegance and accuracy. Embroidery is Gujarat's 

quintessential handicraft and many of the artisans are wives of herdsmen, nomads and agriculturists battling for 

a second income. Ari bharat, appliqué work are unique with its traditional skills. Toran is the most common 

embroidered doorway decoration with hanging flaps, which is supposed to ventilate good luck. Pachhitpatis 

(embroidered frieze) are hanged from the corners as a welcome symbol to the visitors. Chaklas (embroidered 

square pieces) are used as furniture covers while Bhitiya is the impressive wall hanging. Abhala (mirror inset 

embroidery) has now become a part of the ethnic chic fashion world, where small mirror discs are fixed with 

closely worked silken thread. Usually the mirror work is done on a dark background with motifs like flowers, 

creepers, petals, etc. The motifs are inspired by daily life; ancient belief and rituals but they vary from place to 

place and are passed down over the centuries. 

 

 
 

Tie and dye – Bandhani 

The tie-dyed fabrics of Gujarat are the best produced in India and is demanded all over the world. Bandhani, 

(the tye and dye fabric) is famous for their intricate designs and patterns. Used as wedding outfits called as 

'gharchola odhni' and sarees, they grace every Gujarati family women. The bandhinis are also brocaded and 

with fine thread zari work. Also known as 'Bandhej', it is produced on superfine cotton 'mulmul', muslin 

sometimes combined with gold checks and motifs worked in the 'jamdani' technique. Bandani of Jamnagar, 

Mandvi and Bhuj are famous all over the world. 
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Bead Works 

Beadwork is another Gujarati specialty from Khambhat and Saurashtra. Motifs and patterns are dictated by the 

technique of putting two and three beads together. Beadwork objects are used in wall decorations, potholders, 

etc. The best beadwork is produced by the 'kathis' (tribals). Worked mostly on a white background they use 

colours that are vibrant with very distinct patterns. Beadwork 'torans' are usually placed over doorways. 

 

 
 

Jewelry  

The art of making jewellery and precious stone-cutting and processing is a traditional handicraft of Gujarat. The 

folk jewellery of excellent designs, characteristic of each village and each community is a typical art of Gujarat. 

Gold, Silver, Iron and brass works are antiquity of Gujarat. 
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Furnishings 

Gujarat offers a wide range of furnishings from simple and elegant cushion covers to quilts and bedcovers in a 

wide range of styles. Pleasantly embroidered and with micro mirrors, they have geometrical or animal motifs, 

patch worked, etc. Quilts are another popular handicraft item. They come in a variety of styles from simple 

geometric designs to more complex patterns. Other utility items like woven and Kalamkari table covers, 

tablemats and block printed bed land table linen. The traditional floorspread ‘namdas’ and ‘dhurries’ from 

Kutch, is woven with camel and goat hair and even wool and cotton. 

 

 
 

Meghwal Lady – Kutch. Kutch is remote desert area located in far Western Gujarat State – India. A number of 

tribal groups live in the area. The tribal ladies of Kutch are well known for their elaborate embroidery which is 

most evident in their clothing I understand that this attire is worn daily, not just on special occasions. 
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